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59. AQUA LUNG WE T AN D DRY SUITS
Aqua Lung provides some unique options with their suits. Wetsuits
are available in Mariner and Élan Tropical 3.5 mm suits, and the
warmer 6.5 mm Nordic styles. They offer three different models of
dry suits. Come into the Method Marine Dive Centre and ask for
more information.

60. WHITE S WE T AND D RY SUITS
Whites wet and dry suits are manufactured on Vancouver
Island. Come in and check out the new catalogue.

About this catalogue
Due to overwhelming customer demand, we have created a comprehensive marine and industrial catalogue. We can also provide you with a series of customized catalogues which detail the full range of products available at Method Marine. The specific department catalogues available include: Industrial Lube and Oil, Marine Hardware, Marine Electronics, Clothing and
Footwear, Dive Gear, Electrical, Industrial Hose and Fittings, Tools, Paint and Fibreglass, and Ship and Industrial Safety.
With competitive prices and free local delivery, we can help you save time, freight costs, and administrative expenses. We
care about your business, and hope that these catalogues are of some assistance.

How to use this catalogue
This catalogue represents a list of product lines that we stock rather than a complete listing of every item available within that
line. This would be an enormous undertaking, better left to the manufacturers. A price list is included as a separate attach ment
which will give a good indication of the scope of what we carry in stock, along with list pricing. There are many lines and
items which we can source in addition to those detailed in this catalogue. If you require additional information please call or
fax us with your request. We would be happy to provide you with manufacturers’ catalogues, custom quotations, and product
information.

About this catalogue-customer feedback
After looking into printing costs, and the associated constraints around volume printing, we decided that it would be more co st
effective to design and print our own catalogues, using local contractors. This way we can continually update catalogues as
required. If you have any comments or suggestions, please fax them to Alcuin Design at 725-2111 attn. Steve Bernard, or email
us at

M E TH OD M AR I N E S U P P LY L TD . C OMPAN Y I N F OR M ATI ON
Mailing address

Box 219, 380 Main St. Tofino B.C. VOR 2ZO Canada

Phone Number

(250) 725-3251

Fax Number

(250) 725-2111

Revisions made Tuesday, June 04, 2013

61. V IKING DR Y SUITS
Viking dry suits can be disinfected easily to prevent disease
transfer with fish farm diving. Come in and check out the
product guide to order yours today.
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Method Marine Dive Lines
55. SEA QUEST WETSUITS
Sea Quest wetsuits are being redesigned. Come in and see our
new product guide for more information.

The Dive Centre at Method Marine has a large selection of high quality, innovative, up to date and
affordable dive gear. We carry many different lines of dive gear including Scuba Pro, Aqua-Lung, US
Divers, Seaquest, Deep-sea, Princeton Tec, Oceanic, Opus Ocean, Cressi-sub, National Divers, Suunto,
Bare Sportswear and Whites Manufacturing. We have taken special care to listen to what you, the
customer, are interested in, and then put it into our stock, selected from the manufacturer that offers the best item for the best price. If there

56. DEEP SEE WETSUITS
Deep See makes high quality and economical
wetsuits in children’s sizes, 2mm, 3mm, 5.75mm
and 6.5mm thicknesses.

57. BARE WET AND DRY SUITES
This line has unbeatable pricing and quality. For dry suits we offer
Trilam ATR HD, Trilam ATR Light, Nex-Gen, Pro Dry and Supra Dry. For
wetsuits we offer the Sport Combo, the Supra Farmer John/Jane, a 7
mm hooded extreme full suit, a 7mm no-zip extreme, a 5mm full suit,
shorties, rush and attack styles, and styles for children.

58. SCUBA PRO WETSUI TS
You have options galore with Scuba Pro wetsuits. Choose from
the S-Tex or Trade Wind systems, shorties, jackets, hooded
vests, arctic suits, tropical suits, steamers and farmer johns.
From 5mm to 7mm, Scuba Pro wetsuits have you covered.

is something that you need that we don’t stock, we can order it from our extensive list of suppliers.
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1. AQUA - LUNG ACCESS ORIES
Aqua-Lung makes excellent quality diving
accessories. From dive saver kits and log books
to the rugged and durable equipment bags and
mesh back packs, Aqua Lung accessories are
made to last.

2. DEEP SEE ACCESSORIES
DeepSeemanufactures some of the best
gear bags, backpacks and luggage on the
market today. Their goodie bag is one of
the best, allowing divers to collect things
with little drag.
3. NATI ONAL DI VERS
National Divers has the most extensive
line of accessories in the industry. From
bumper stickers and dive flags to bulk
dive belt webbing, o-rings, zipper wax
and dive suit deodorant.

4. OPUS OCEAN
Opus Ocean is Scuba Pro’s high quality, versatile
line of small accessories. From hose protectors
and retainers to carabineers and retractors,
Opus Ocean has the accessories you need to
make your dive safer and more comfortable.

5. SCUBA PRO ACCESSO RIES
Scuba Pro makes larger accessories, from dive gear
hangers, tank carriers and cinch tank bands to consoles for
computers, marker buoys, air nozzles and blow guns.
Excellent quality items from a huge name in the dive
industry.

50. SHE RWOOD DIVE TA NK
Available items from the Sherwood line include 13 and 40 cu
ft. pony bottles, 80 and 100 cu ft. aluminum tanks, Sherwood
K tank valves, and tank boots.

51. RE DL WE IGHTS AND ACCESSORIE S
Available from Redl Sports are 5 lb. blister packs of size 0 shot,
perfect for pocket weight belts or no ditch pockets on BCD’s.

52. SCUBA PRO WE IGHT S AND ACCE SSORIE S
Scuba Pro makes a variety of options for weight systems
including the pocket weight belt, the XTEK weight system and
the Accent weight system. Accessories include INOX metal
buckles, black nylon buckles, and extra weight pockets.

53. SHE RWOOD DIVE WE IGHTS
The Dive Centre carries soft yellow 3.5 lb. ankle weights, a
nice alternative to the Chiclets style of ankle weights. Dive belt
webbing is also available.

54. TOMCAT DI VE WE IG HTS AND ACCE SSORIE S
From 2½ lb. bullet leads up to 10 lb. leads, the Tomcat line has
whatever weight size you need for your weight belt.
6. AQUASEAL PRODUCTS
We carry a great selection of silicone grease,
neoprene cement and of course Aqua Seal itself.
If your suit leaks, come on in and pick up a tube
or can and keep yourself dry while diving.
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45. SUUNTO REPLACEME NT PARTS
The Dive Centre at Method Marine carries a complete inventory
of Suunto replacement parts, from computer Bezels and
scratch guards to batteries and o-rings.

46. AQUA LUNG SNORKE LS
Aqua Lung snorkels include the Impulse 2, winner of the
Industrial Design Excellence Award, with features like a splash
guard, Comfo-Bite mouthpiece, patented annular valve, and self
draining purge valve. Available in flex and non-flex models, this
snorkel tops all other models. Also available are the Fiji
children's snorkels.

47. SCUBA PRO SNORKE LS
Snorkels from Scuba Pro include the Shotgun 2, with twin
barrel design and elliptical barrel shape to help with
hydrodynamic flow, and the Twin Valve Shotgun 2, with a self
leveling system and a contoured shape to minimize drag.

48. US DI VERS SNORKE LS
The US Divers snorkels are the best snorkels for the money.
Featured at the Method Marine Dive Centre is the Luxe dry
snorkel, with a double splash guard on top and a purge valve
below the mouth piece. Available in the flex and non-flex, in a
variety of colours.

49. AQUA LUNG D IVE T ANKS
We stock aluminum tanks in 80 cu ft. and 13 cu ft. sizes. The
pony bottles are available in neon yellow, black and brushed
aluminum. The tanks come complete with valve and Aqua Lung
stickers.

7. SCUBA PRO BCD
The Scuba Pro BCD offers the best in quality and versatility.
The accent BC is one of the most comfortable, front adjustable
BCD’s on the market. Weight integrated, patented wrap around
air cell construction and dual “V” high volume pockets add to
the excellent features of this BCD.

8. SE A QUE ST BCD
Some of the features include adjustable bungee cords, replaceable bladder,
plate-less double cylinder, and weight integration. Models include the classic,
classic plus, classic sport, super-hawk, lady-hawk and the Wyland signature
classic plus. Featured at the Method Marine Dive Center are the Pro QD and
the Black Diamond. Some of the functions include 3 dimensional buoyancy
bag, patented weight release system, folding pockets and durable 840 denier
nylon. Also available are the Balance, Spectrum 3, Spectrum 4, Spectrum 1
and for women the Diva LX, Libra and Diva QD.
9. AQUA - LUNG BCD
The Aqua-Lung line of BCD’s has been redesigned for 2001. Many new
innovations and technologies have been incorporated into the new BCD,
including a tough Cordura © Plus outer shell, puncture and tear
resistance, quicker drying times, huge pockets with mesh along the
bottom for easy drainage, reinforced backpack, quick release weight
system (RDS) and new styling. All these new features make Aqua-Lung
one of the more desired BCDs available. Lots of styles and models to
choose from, for men and women.

10. SCUBA PRO FINS
Unsurpassed quality, innovation and construction. Leading this line is the
twin jet fin, using a revolutionary design to deliver substantially more
forward motion with significantly less kick and effort than traditional fins.
Also available is the traditional jet fin, known for its durability and power.
Scuba Pro also has full foot fins for superior comfort in warmer water.

11. SCUBA PRO DIVE B OOTS
Rugged non-skid sole for reef walking and shore diving, with seams
placed to eliminate chaffing at the toe and heel. The 6.5mm deluxe boot
features gusseted toe, heal and zipper construction. The zipper free
delta short boot is available in 2.5mm and 5mm construction. Also in
stock is the Delta 5mm boot with zipper, and the deck sole 5mm boot.
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12. SCUBA PRO DIVE H OSES
Scuba Pro hoses are available for high pressure or low pressure, both
in a variety of lengths. We also carry hoses for your BDC and dry suit,
with excellent quality and durability.

13. SCUBA PRO INSTRU MENTS
All gauges are analog for reliability. Many different combinations are
possible, with three different consoles to choose from. Depth gauges
are available in metric or imperial, and compasses are liquid filled and
feature dual readouts.

14. UWATEC
This line has many new improvements and innovations, including a
new hardened nylon cover that is easily replaced without specialty
tools. All computers feature backlighting. There is a free battery
replacement program for some computers. This coupled with Scuba
Pro’s line allows for virtually any combination of instruments to suit your
needs.

15. SCUBA PRO DIVE G LO VES
Scuba Pro hyper flex dive gloves are available in 3 mm and 5 mm
neoprene. Hyper flex gloves feature Velcro closures at the wrist and
non-slip printing on the palms and fingers.

16. US DI VERS GLOVES
US Divers offers a 5 mm Arctic Gauntlet 5-finger glove with Velcro
closure. This is our best selling glove, combining high quality with
affordability.

17. WHITES DI VE GLOV E S
Whites Manufacturing has superior quality gloves, made on
Vancouver Island. Their 5 mm gloves work well with wet or dry
suits, and feature wrist gussets with Velcro-adjustable straps.

39. APE X DIVE RE GULA TORS
We currently stock the TX 50, one of the best performing regulators in
the world. Its second stage is integrated with a venturi system and
diver adjustable cracking resistance control. Apex invented the first
successful “dry” environmentally sealed system, guaranteed to
deliver greater reliability and performance. Also available are the
TX150, TX100, TX40, T20, Nitrox-TX50 and Nitrox-TX40.

40. SCUBA PRO DIVE R E GULATORS
All Scuba Pro regulators have a lifetime warranty. Second stages
available include S600, S550, D400 G250, R380, R190. For
octopuses we offer two choices, the R380 and R190 octopus. For
first stages, Scuba Pro offers the MK 20 UL and the MK 18 ULD, the
lightest first stage ever produced. Other first stages include the MK
20, MK 18, MK 16 and MK 2 plus.

41. AQUA LUNG D IVE R E GULATORS
Aqua Lung regulators include the Calypso, Titan, Titan Galacia,
Conshelf and for Nitrox, Ean Calypso. Octopuses include the
XLC octopus, low profile octopus, Galacia octopus, Impulse
octopus and the Airmic system for BCDs.

42. NATIONAL D IVE RS RE PLACE MENT PARTS
The National Divers line makes replacement parts of top
quality, economical flat and conical regulator filters, and more.

43. AQUA LUNG RE PLAC E ME NT PARTS
This line covers all replacement parts for Aqua Lung products,
such as the legendary Comfo-bite mouth piece and regulator
repair kit.

44. SCUBA PRO REPLAC E ME NT PARTS
Scuba Pro replacement parts include relief valve kits, flashlight
bulbs, silicone mouthpieces, dry suit valves, regulator repair
kits, and more.
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34. CRESSI-SUB DI VE MASK
Cressi-Sub makes a legendary full face mask, very affordable,
featuring large view lenses called “Big Eyes”. Cressi-Sub
continues to produce remarkable, innovative dive gear.

35. SCUBA PRO MASKS AND ACCESSORIES
Masks include the Fino, a low profile and volume mask with a two
window design. The Micro Frame UL is ultra light, with a frameless
design and extremely low volume. The Avalon uses a wide single lens
design, large purge valve and nose pocket. The XQ Trivent uses a
three window design and purge valve. The Focus uses a two window
design with an easy to reach nose pocket. The full face mask has a
separate regulator compartment, removable accessories plug and
optional alternate air source adapter providing automatic air override
in emergency situations.
36. SEA QUEST MASKS AND ACCESSORIES
Sea Quest offers exceptional quality masks at affordable
prices. Featured in our Dive Center is the Ventura mask, single
lens in a low profile design, available in a variety of colours.
Also in stock are the La Paz and the Rad Jr, children’s masks.

37. US DI VERS MASKS AND ACCESSORIES
The Look mask has a twin lens with exceptionally low volume. This mask
can be mounted with symmetrical optical lenses. The Aqua sphere mask is
lightweight with the hydrodynamic benefits of a goggle. Features include a
shatter proof lens, perfect for snorkeling, jet skiing, or boating. Available
with clear, smoked or mirrored lenses.

38. AQUA LUNG MASK S AND ACCESSORIES
Aqua Lung provides several unique mask styles including Tropez,
Vera and Quartz 2 masks, all having excellent features. The Sphera
mask offers ultra low volume and profile with a full silicone skirt.
This mask must be seen to be appreciated!

18. WHITE S HOODS
Wet or dry hoods, zippered or zipper-less, with 7 mm side panels and
3 mm skin in face and neck seals, available in sizes all sizes.

19. APE X DIVE HOSE
Apex hoses are available for high pressure or low pressure. If you
need a new hose between your first and second stage, or a new dry
suit inflation hose, come and see us and we will fix you up.

20. AQUA LUNG D IVE H OSE
Quality high and low pressure whips for regulators, dry suits and
inflators for Aqua Lung manufactured products.

21. AQUA LUNG INSTRU ME NTS
Aqua Lung makes a stand-alone electronic pressure gauge, with
digital and analog gauges, built-in clock, backlight, and air time
alarm. The Pivot Matrix is a full featured dive computer with a swivel
console, 12 dive memory, and replaceable battery. Also available is
the Pivot Data Pro 2 for basic analog pressure and depth readings.

22. OCE ANIC DI VE INS TRUME NTS
Makers of the most innovative instruments in the industry, Oceanic
invented the first air integrated dive computer 15 years ago. With the
Oceanic Datamax Pro Plus, , you have dive information at your
command. This computer offers user settable display. This means
that you decide what information is displayed on a primary display
and a secondary display. Other features include diver activated
alternate display systems, graphic diver interface for N2 and O2,
variable ascent rate indicators, and audible alarm systems. The
Datamax can also be quickly disconnected, allowing you to remove
the console from your whip. Smaller consoles are also available.
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23. SUUNTO INSTRUMEN TS
The Suunto line includes the Cobra, offering O2, Nitrox and gauge
instrumentation. The Cobra also features deco stop data, memory,
5000 psi compatibility, PC interface and safety count down. The
Vyper offers the same features as the Cobra, as well as air
integration, making it ideal for professional divers. The Suunto
octopus 2 is an amazing wrist computer which features dive memory,
multi step indicator, personal adjustment and calendar clock. Method
Marine stocks all batteries and shields for Suunto instruments.

24. US DI VERS INSTRU MENTS
US Divers contribution to the Method Marine Dive Center is a
pony bottle pressure gauge, a miniature yet accurate 400 psi
pressure gauge designed to let you know the pressure of your
backup air supply efficiently and reliably.

25. AQUA LUNG D IVE K NIVES
Aqua Lung knives are manufactured from the highest quality steel,
either 304 or 420 stainless steel, and we stock many styles to
choose from, with blunt or sharp tips, and small or large blades that
are designed for prying or cutting. In our Dive Center we feature the
Saber, with a 4.5” blade constructed of 420 stainless steel with a
blunt tip, quick release sheath, and a blue or black handle.

26. DEEP SEE DIVE KNIVES
We stock the Micro Pro Series of Deep See’s line of knives,
available with blunt or pointed tip. The Micro Pro knife features
a 3” blade made from 420 stainless steel, with a quick-release
locking sheath that attaches directly to a BCD.

27. OPUS OCEAN KNIVE S
Another excellent quality and affordable BCD knife is made by
Opus Ocean. These small BC knives are an excellent addition
to your dive gear, allowing you to carry a back-up knife without
the bulk of a full size knife.

28. SE A QUEST DIVE KNI VE S
The Sea Quest knives feature the EZ-Lock 3¾” blade with an overall
length of 8”, allowing for a generous grip. The revolutionary positive
locking sheath system releases the knife with a simple hand motion.
Features include serrated edges, lanyard holes, blunt tips and 420
stainless steel construction. The Black Jack Knife features 420 steel,
and a locking handle with one hand sheath removal for cleaning.

29. KRE PP DIVE KNIVE S
The Krepp line of dive knives offer the perfect mix of
ruggedness and affordability. We stock three knife styles to
choose from.

30. SCUBA PRO KNIVE S
Scuba Pro knives available are the K3 BCD knife, the K4, ideal
for attaching to your arm or leg, the K5, with a 4½” blade, and
the 5½” blade with a steel hammer on the handle.

31. OPUS DIVE L IGHTS
Opus makes a small 2-AA key-chain/mini dive light, and a 1-AA
clear or yellow BCD light. One is a strobe bulb and the other is a
constant bulb. These lights make it easier to keep track of your
dive buddy or point of entry in clear or limited vision dive
situations.

32. PRINCE TON TE C DIVE L IGHTS
Princeton Tec lights are the ultimate for performance, reliability and
durability in the dive market. Princeton Tec has a dive light for
virtually any diving need or situation. From powered headlamps to
handheld and rechargeable configurations, these lights are
guaranteed to 2000 feet. Lifetime warranty.

33. SCUBA PRO DIVE L I GHTS
Scuba Pro makes three dive lights—the ever popular Power Light,
convertible from handle to pistol grip, the Blue Light, lightweight with
switch lock to prevent it from being turned off, and the Splash Light,
with aluminum alloy construction, 600 ft. depth rating, SOS flasher,
and multiple power settings from 30 to 100 watts.

